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The Pistol Murder A proud farewell
and a peace officers creed

A police officer with the Rock Springs Police Department is found dead behind the Crystal Pistol,
a popular night spot in town. The circumstance surrounding the cops death are very suspicious.
Being the top law enforcement officer in the county Craig Spence is asked to investigate. The
daughter of Craig’s top deputy reveals that she has been sexually assaulted and Craig moves to
apprehend the perpetrator while keeping the dad from taking things into his own hands

Other Books By this Author
“Greyhound Therapy” _ Undermanned and overwhelmed, the sheriff is faced with an exploding
population, having to solve a murder that occurred in his jail, the sheriff must use all his ingenuity
and problem solving ability as he deals with crime, personal struggles in his own life and carrying
out his responsibilities. This thrilling and touching novel shows that tragedy and adversity can
bring people together in a common purpose of caring for what is truly important in our lives.
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“Craig Spence-Sheriff”-_Humane Enforcement:
As sheriff of Sweetwater County, Craig
Spence has established himself as the ultimate crime fighter. He also is reputed to be a shrewd
politician, a skill that is most beneficial in public service. In Craig Spence’s county, he often matches
wits with activist organizations and county leaders. while he is often involved in the pursuit of
criminals, enforcement of the law is often not run of the mill.
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“After the Ride” _ Authorities and mental health institutions sometimes find it more economical
or convenient to furnish individuals a bus ticket rather than, for whatever reason, meet their
needs. Most transients that arrive in Rock Springs by bus, voluntarily or involuntarily; often in
need of stabilizing medications, get to meet Sheriff Craig Spence. Though undermanned and
with few resources, he strives to deal with the undesired transient influx and criminal activity
resulting from their presence.
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